Randy Gravitt

Randy Gravitt is an author, speaker, and executive coach who encourages leaders to reach their potential.

In 2014 Randy founded INTEGREAT Leadership where he currently serves as the CEO, leading a team of coaches and consultants who work with high-performance leaders, organizations, and teams all over the world.

As a speaker, Randy delivers keynotes and training workshops on the topics of leadership, team building, organizational effectiveness, and peak performance. Those he works with include Chick-fil-A, Grand Hyatt, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Kroger, and the Winshape Foundation. He has also served as one of the leadership coaches for the Pittsburgh Pirates MLB Organization since 2013.

Randy’s writing includes two books he has co-authored with Dan Webster, Finding Your Way and Unstuck. Both titles are aimed at helping leaders discover their passion and live fully engaged lives. Randy’s desire is to serve the next generation, teaching them to understand the importance of living a life of integrity. To help leaders grow Randy created the INTEGREAT Leadership app which is used by thousands daily.

In his free time, Randy enjoys playing golf, reading, fishing, and traveling. He and his wife Laura live in Sharpsburg, Georgia and they have four daughters, Hannah, Sarah, Rebekah, and Katherine. You can find Randy on social media @randygravitt or connect with him at randygravitt.com.